
What we do

Taking into consideration it’s diverse clientele, Xenia is adept at 
customizing the research as per clients’ requirement to arrive at 
the intended prospect list.
 
With Xenia’s Prospect List Management services you can be 
assured of prospects lists that are most relevant for you.

As you start to reach out to your target market with your 
messaging, it is important to start collating and building prospect 
lists. You may need to source, build and clean these lists before 
you launch into any campaign initiative. 

Xenia Consulting, through its Prospect List Management services 
portfolio offers the right solutions to meet these challenges. 

C O N S U L T I N G

Marketing  Xpertise...   Delivered
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�Filtering list and 
making it as 
relevant as possible

�Consolidation of 
various lists

�Validate contacts in 
archive lists

�Build contact lists 
from company 
details 

Archive Lists

�Gather all relevant 
details of the 
prospects and 
research contact 
coordinates

�Append similar 
contacts to 
enhance reach 

�Verify email ids to 
reduce bounce 
rates

Event Lists

�Individual contact 
details

�Specific Research

�Fresh list 
generation based 
on target market 
criteria 
(demographic, 
geographical)

Fresh List 
building
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Prospect List Management

Engagement Model

Each business has unique requirements. The engagement is structured in a manner so that we understand your 
expectations clearly and work in a manner so as to meet these expectations. Shown below is a typical engagement 
model (can vary based on engagement)

�Clean lists ready for meeting campaign objectives
�Easy validation of archive lists for current use
�Improved sending reputation by ensuring minimal bounce rate

�Experienced teams to source relevant lists for your business
�Effective use of tools and automation for list filtering/validation

to meet your business objectives
�Responsive and nimble teams managing your business 

objectives
�Proprietary methodologies to do detailed research for specific

contacts

Across our events presence, we had 

built a large list of companies that 

we wanted to target. Through 

Xenia, we were able to 

append/populate these company 

lists with the right contact 

information and use them in our 

ongoing campaigns to generate 

leads 
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Benefits

Why Xenia

Understand 
requirements 

1 2
Project 
based 
engagement

?Understand target market 

?Identify and evaluate relevant
database sources 

?Negotiate and source based on
criteria

?List sourcing and cleansing

?Populate contact information and
validate

?Email verify and delivery

“
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About Xenia ConsultingContact Us

        sales@xenia-consulting.com

        www.xenia-consulting.com

        blog.xenia-consulting.com

     @xeniaconsulting

Xenia Consulting is a professional digital marketing agency that leverages 
inbound marketing to deliver business leads for you. We do this by 
generating meaningful and relevant content and then driving it effectively 
to influence your prospects, using a mix of social and digital channels.  

We offer a range of services managing marketing campaigns, graphic 
design, social media marketing and writing professional content to meet 
your varied needs. 

        +1 (913) 232 2283
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